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Scenescapes: how qualities of place shape social life, by Daniel Aaron
Silver and Terry Nichols Clark, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 2016,
viii+432 pp., US$37.50 (paper), ISBN: 978-0-2263-5699-0

Commuters emerge from a crowded subway station to the aroma of fresh coffee,
the stench of motor vehicle exhaust, and the hustle and bustle of the business dis-
trict coming to life. Students stroll past street performers, tanning salons, hookah
joints, and food vendors on their way to campus. Shoppers jockey for parking
spaces at a regional mall dominated by national retail outlets, home improvement
centers, and chain restaurants. According to the authors of this engaging and pro-
vocative book, “Different places feel different. You can see the differences pass by
as you walk, or bike, or drive (slowly, with the windows down) around most any
city” (p. 2). At first glance the observation appears self-evident. And yet, as soci-
ologists Daniel Aaron Silver and Terry Nichols Clark demonstrate, we have much
to learn – and gain – by examining more closely the everyday “scenes” around us.

As the title, Scenescapes, suggests, the focal point of the book is the “scene,”
which refers to the “aesthetic meaning” or “character” of a particular place
(p. 2). In chapter two, which focuses on the development of a theory of scenes,
Silver and Clark build on this rather vague definition, describing a scene as “a
powerful conceptual tool for discerning the range and configurations of aesthetic
meanings expressed within and across various places” (p. 31). Likening the scene
to a molecule, they endeavor to construct a “periodic table of cultural elements”
(p. 21) to help us understand how amenities – from tattoo parlors, music stores,
yoga studios, and coffee shops to automobile dealers, Baptist churches, fast food
restaurants, and martial arts clubs – combine in myriad ways, and at different
scales, to form scenes. These scenes manifest themselves based not only on count-
less combinations of amenities but also by variations in the numerical weighting
of 15 scenes “dimensions,” proposed by the authors, and organized into three cat-
egories: theatricality, legitimacy, and authenticity. It is through the lens of scenes,
they argue, that we can appreciate how human activities infuse the built environ-
ment with cultural meaning and how, in turn, the character of places influences
the style-of-life decisions we all make.

Relying chiefly on information gathered from the Census Bureau’s Zip Code
Business Patterns (BIZZIP) database and the yellow pages (YP), Silver and
Clark, along with a team of talented graduate students, have, over the course of
a decade, constructed an archive containing over 500 amenities and nearly four
million data points covering approximately 36,000 US zip codes. Drawing on
this treasure trove of data, the authors pose – and seek to answer – critical ques-
tions that drive the “analytical core” of the book. What accounts for the uneven
distribution of amenities and scenes at various scales? To what extent do particu-
lar scenes foster creative activity and spur economic growth? Which types of
scenes attract which types of people? What kinds of scenes divide us as a
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society and what kinds of scenes unite us? Are some scenes more likely than
others to inspire political movements and particular voting patterns? Perhaps
most important, can a more detailed understanding of the lifestyle choices we
make empower residents and, further, could this information lead city planners
and policy makers to make more informed decisions?

Arguably, one of the book’s main strengths lies in its broad sampling of phi-
losophical and theoretical texts which, taken together, pump life and meaning
into the scenes-dimension model proffered by Silver and Clark. Sprinkled liber-
ally throughout the volume, in both the text and in side boxes, the ideas of his-
torical figures such as Immanuel Kant, Georg Simmel, Adam Smith, and Max
Weber comingle with the likes of Edward Glaeser, David Harvey, Jane Jacobs,
and Bruno Latour. Popular writers and cultural critics like Bill Bishop, David
Brooks, Richard Florida, and Shani Hilton, to name a few, are also given a
forum to express their viewpoints. This blend of the empirical with the theoretical
is refreshing and entertaining.

One of the goals of Scenescapes, according to Silver and Clark, is to “meld cul-
tural theories with data to make qualitative meanings embedded in places not just
observable but, in an albeit limited way, quantifiable” (p. 322). This will no doubt
cause some cultural geographers to shift uneasily in their seats. However, as the
authors freely acknowledge, BIZZIP and YP, and databases like them, can tell us
only so much about particular places and the people who inhabit them. This
should not diminish their extraordinary achievement. Rather than make us
uncomfortable, Scenescapes should inspire us to view our world with a more
penetrating and critical gaze.
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Key thinkers on cities, editedbyReganKoch andAlan Latham, LosAngeles,
CA, SAGE, 2017, xv + 262 pp., US$45.00 (paper), ISBN: 978-1-4739-0775-1

The book presents 40 key thinkers in alphabetical order, as in a dictionary. They
come from different disciplines and countries. Each entry has five sections, all
developed exactly in five pages: introduction of the thinker, academic biography
and research focus, key ideas, contributions to urban studies, and secondary
sources and references.

The introductory chapter presents how the list of key thinkers was selected, how
the book could be used, and how to read it. First, the selection of key thinkers was
based on three main criteria: (1) Core themes or problematics (economics, politics
and government, social and cultural life, infrastructure and technology, ecology
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